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Abstract

Introduction: Dermoid cysts are benign tumors that originate from aberrant primordial tissues. About 7% of all dermoid cysts are located in the head and neck region. We present here the case of a periorbital dermoid cyst in a 34 years old patient, involving the frontal bone.

Case presentation: We report the case of a 34 years old female patient, who has a history of a cystic formation of the superior inner angle of the right orbit, for which she received surgery 3 years prior. Clinical examination found a swelling located in the superior inner angle of the right eye, of hard consistency, painless, without local inflammatory signs, measuring approximately 2 cm. A CT-scan was realized, showing images of an encapsulated and limited supraorbital lesion, developed on both sides of the frontal bone, with an external component. Histopathology examination revealed the presence of keratinized squamous cells, confirming the diagnosis of a dermoid cyst.

Conclusion: Frontal dermoid cysts are uncommon but need to be considered as a differential diagnosis of any mass in orbital region. CT can help to suggest the diagnosis. Its surgical excision must be complete to avoid recurrence.
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Introduction

Dermoid cysts are benign tumors that originate from aberrant primordial tissues [1]. They are formed by dermal and epithelial cells, which result from the entrapment of ectodermal tissue during embryologic development [2].

About 7% of all dermoid cysts are located in the head and neck region. Common locations include the periorbital, nasal, scalp and postauricular regions [3].

We present here the case of a periorbital dermoid cyst in a 34 years old patient, involving the frontal bone.

Case Presentation

We report the case of a 34 years old female patient, who has a history of a cystic formation of the superior inner angle of the right orbit, for which she received surgery 3 years prior. The exact nature of this mass is unknown, as the patient was treated at a different hospital, and did not have any document relevant to the histology of the lesion.

This patient presented to our department for a recurrence of the mass 3 months after the surgery. Clinical examination found a swelling located in the superior inner angle of the right eye, of hard consistency, painless, without local inflammatory signs, measuring approximately 2 cm (Figure 1).

A CT-scan was realized, showing images of an encapsulated and limited supraorbital lesion, developed on both sides of the frontal bone, with an external component measuring 12 mm × 7 mm, and an internal component in the frontal sinus, measuring 14 mm × 7 mm (Figure 2).

The patient received surgical treatment; we first performed a periorbital incision, and excised the external component of the cyst (Figure 3); then, the frontal sinus was accessed through the nasal cavity, allowing for the removal of the internal component, which contained keratin-like material.

Histopathology examination revealed the presence of keratinized squamous cells, confirming the diagnosis of a dermoid cyst.

Discussion

Dermoid cysts within the ocular region are thought to arise from sequestered benign ectodermal tissue, often at suture lines. The most common involved suture lines are the zygomatico-frontal suture in 2/3 and the fronto-ethmoidal suture in 1/3 of patients [4,5]. Orbital dermoids frequently have an intracranial extension. Extension into the frontal sinus has also been reported in the literature [6]. Dermoid cysts must be considered as part of the differential diagnosis of any mass in the orbital region [7,8]. In general, these lesions present in childhood. When they occur deep within the orbit, they may escape diagnosis until adulthood when they present with ophthalmologic symptoms as well as erosion of nearby bony tissues [9].

Given the embryologic origin of dermoid cysts, it is essential for those presenting as a midline mass of the skull or scalp to be comprehensively evaluated preoperatively, including CT and/or MRI to assess for intracranial involvement [2].

Histologically, they have a lining of squamous epithelium with dermal elements such as hair follicles, sebaceous, and sweat glands. Within the cyst, keratin, hair, smooth muscle, and lipid debris can be found.

Surgical excision of dermoid cysts is a common intervention. The surgeon must try to maintain the cyst wall intact during the surgical
excision, since the inflammatory process may occur if its contents remain within the orbit [10]. Total removal of the entire epithelial lining and the stalk or tract attached to the wound base is necessary to ensure no recurrence [1].

Histologically, they have a lining of squamous epithelium with dermal elements such as hair follicles, sebaceous, and sweat glands. Within the cyst, keratin, hair, smooth muscle, and lipid debris can be found [9].

Conclusion

Frontal dermoid cysts are uncommon but need to be considered as a differential diagnosis of any mass in orbital region. CT can help to suggest the diagnosis. Its surgical excision must be complete to avoid recurrence.
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